Trace
A A A A A A A A A

Write

Trace
a a a a a a a a a a a a

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter A.

Circle every lowercase letter a.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter a.

Mark the pictures don't begin with the letter a with a X.
Trace

Write

Trace

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter B.

Circle every lowercase letter b.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter b.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter b with a X.
Trace

C C C C C C C C C C

Write

---------

Trace

C C C C C C C C C C

Write

---------

Colour in every uppercase letter C.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter c.

Circle every lowercase letter c.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter c with a X.
Colour in every uppercase letter D.

Circle every lowercase letter d.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter d.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter d with a X.
Trace E E E E E E E E E E

Write

Trace e e e e e e e e e e

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter E.

Circle every lowercase letter e.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter e.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter e with a X.
Trace

F F F F F F F F F F

Write


Trace

f f f f f f f f f f

Write


Colour in every uppercase letter F.

F

W J F F

G J F F F

f F F

Circle every lowercase letter f.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter f.

Tick the pictures that don’t begin with the letter f with a X.
Trace

G G G G G G G G G G

Write


Trace

g g g g g g g g g g

Write


Colour in every uppercase letter G.

Colour in every lowercase letter g.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter g.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter g with a X.
Trace
H H H H H H H H H H

Write

Trace
h h h h h h h h h h

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter H.

Circle every lowercase letter h.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter h.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter h with an X.
Trace

Write

Trace

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter I.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter i.

Circle every lowercase letter i.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter i with a X.
Trace

J J J J J J J J J J

Write


Trace

j j j j j j j j j j j

Write


Colour in every uppercase letter J.

j j J J I J J j

Circle every lowercase letter j.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter j.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter j with a X.
Trace
K K K K K K K K K K

Write

Trace
k k k k k k k k k k

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter K.

Circle every lowercase letter k.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter k.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter k with a X.
Trace

Write

Trace

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter L.

Circle every lowercase letter L.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter L.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter L with a X.
Trace
M M M M M M M M M M M M
Write

Trace
m m m m m m m m m m m m
Write

Colour in every uppercase letter M.

m M W M M m m

Circle every lowercase letter m.

w b y y m m m

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter m.

Bird Mouse Rocket

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter m with a X.

Frame Ladybird Mermaid
Trace
N N N N N N N N N N
Write

Trace
n n n n n n n n n n
Write

Colour in every uppercase letter N.

Circle every lowercase letter n.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter n.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter n with a X.
Trace
O O O O O O O O O O O

Write

Trace
O O O O O O O O O O O

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter O.
O O O b p
q Q Q q q o

Circle every lowercase letter o.
O o o o

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter o.

Mark the pictures that don't begin with the letter o with a X.

O

O
Trace
P P P P P P P P

Write

Trace
p p p p p p p p

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter P.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter p.

Circle every lowercase letter p.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter p with a X.
Trace
Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

Write

Trace
q q q q q q q q q q q

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter Q.

Circle every lowercase letter q.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter q.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter q with a X.
Trace

R R R R R R R R R R

Write

_____________________

Trace

r r r r r r r r r r

Write

_____________________

Colour in every uppercase letter R.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter r.

Circle every lowercase letter r.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter r with a X.
Trace
S S S S S S S S S

Write

Trace
S S S S S S S S S

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter S.

Circle every lowercase letter s.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter s.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter s with a X.
Trace
T T T T T T T T T T T T

Write

Trace
t t t t t t t t t t t t t

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter T.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter t.

Circle every lowercase letter t.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter t with a X.
Colour in every uppercase letter U.

Circle every lowercase letter u.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter u.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter u with a X.
Trace
V V V V V V V V V V

Write

Trace
V V V V V V V V V V

Write

Colour in every uppercase letter V.

Circle every lowercase letter v.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter v.

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter v with a X.
Trace

W W W W W W W W W W

Write


Trace

W W W W W W W W W W

Write


Colour in every uppercase letter W.

W M F W

W H W W W

w m

Circle every lowercase letter w.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter w.

Tick:

Leaf
Windmill
Roll

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter w with a X.

Clock
Snowman
Boots
Colour in every uppercase letter X.

Circle every lowercase letter x.

Tick the pictures that have the letter x in them.

Mark the pictures that don't have the letter x in them with a X.
Trace


Write


Trace


Write


Colour in every uppercase letter Y.


g t Y Y Y

y y y y y

y w

Circle every lowercase letter y.


Tick the pictures that begin with the letter y.


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter y with a X.


X


X


X


X
Trace

Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z

Write


Trace

Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z

Write


Colour in every uppercase letter Z.

n N W Z

M Z Z Z Z

Z Z Z Z

Circle every lowercase letter z.

Tick the pictures that begin with the letter z.

- Zebra
- Plane
- Pizza

Mark the pictures that don’t begin with the letter z with a X.

- King
- Arrow
- Hair